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; With the plant.in mode 6 and the reactor coolant system at approximately 80
E degrees Eahrenheit, a loss of normal power (LNP) occurred on the facility 2 vital
o .- 4160 volt electrical bus (24D). The LNP fc11 owed a sensed undervoltage condition

' that caused an actuation of the Engineered Safety Features (ESF) system. As
i expected, actuation of the undervoltage ESF automatically deenergized the in

service vital 4160 volt bus, stripped off all loads, started the 13U Emergency
Diesel Generator, and sequenced loads back on the vital 4160 volt bus to be
powered from the 13U Emergency Diesel.

The event occurred while one of four vital 120 volt AC panels. VA-30, supplying
power for the ESF inputs, was out of service for maintenance. The event was
caused when the loss of a second vital 120 volt AC panel VA-10 satisfied the 2
out of 4 criterion for actuation of the ESF system on undersoltage. VA-10 lost
power when its supply inverter, INV-1, shutdown due to a sudden failure of one of
its DC input capacitors. The cause of the capacitor failure is not known, but is
believed to be a random failure.

Immediate corrective action was taken to restore normal power to vital bus 24D.
Additional corrective action involved testing all replacement capacitors for

' inverters, replacing the failed capacitor in INV-1 and returning INV-1 to normal
Qg%service.
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I. Description of Event

On January 19, 1988, the plant was in mode 6 with the reactor coolant at
approximately 80 degrees Fahrenheit. At 0920 hours, a sensed undervoltage
condition caused a loss of 4160 volt power to vital bus 24D and an automatic

start of the 13U Diesel Generator.

II. Cause of Event

The sensed undervoltage condition was caused when DC/AC inverter, INV-1,
which was supplying power to 120 VAC vital instrument panel VA-10, tripped
off due to a DC capacitor failure. Panel VA-10 supplies 120 volt AC power
for the channel A sensor cabinet in the Engineered Safety Features (ESF)
system. A secondary source of 120 volt AC power for panel VA-10, inverter
INV-5, was out of service for scheduled maintenance work. Therefore the loss
of inverter INV-1 caused panel VA-10 to deenergize, which caused its -
associated sensor cabinet, channel A to deenergize. At this time, a second
sensor cabinet, channel C, was out of service for scheduled maintenance work.
With the failure of INV-1 and the resultant loss of the channel A sensor
cabinet, the ESF facility 2 actuation channel in service at the time received
undervoltage signals from sensor channels A and C satisfying the two out of
four requirement to initiate the undervoltage actuation signal on channel 2.
It should be noted that the facility 1 actuation channel did not initiate an
undervoltage actuation because it also lost power when panel VA-10 was
deenergized. The undervoltage actuation, when processed, followed the
expected loss of normal power sequence that included deenergizing the
facility 2 vital 4160 volt bus, shedding associated bus loads, starting the
13U Emergency Diesel Generator, and sequencing loads back on the bus powered
by the 13U diesel. All expected loads were restarted with one exception:
there was no indication of a sequenced start of the "B" battery room exhaust
fan. However since two subsequent LNP tests did show the proper sequenced
start for this fan, this item is not a concern.

The root cause of the event was the sudden failure (shorting) of a DC
capacitor resulting in the shutdown of the associated inverter. When the
capacitor shorted the inverter's DC input circuit breaker tripped causing the
120 volt AC output breaker to open which resulted in loss of power to panel
VA-10. The capacitor bank in INV-1, consisting of twelve capacitors, had
recently been replaced. The cause of the capacitor failure (shorting) is not
known, but is believed to ue a random failure due to "infant mortality".
Typically, a capacitor will fail when it is initially energized, but this
failure occurred after the inverter with the replacement capacitors had been
in operation for several days.

III. Analysis of Event

This LER is submitted pursuant to paragraph 50.73(a)(2)(iv) of the LER rule
pertaining to events or conditions that result in manual or automatic
actuation of any Engineered Safety Feature. There were no safety
consequences as a result of this event since safety systems functioned as
required.
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IV. Corrective Action

Immediate corrective action was taken to restore normal power to Facility 2
vital 4160 volt electrical bus (24D) after restoring vital panel VA-30, thus
restoring sensor cabinet channel C and clearing the unuervoltage signal.

Subsequent action was taken to replace the defective capacitor in INV-1 with
a new capacitor that had been bench tested under working voltage conditions. !

The capacitor bank was removed from the inverter and all other capacitors
were given the same bench test. No potential or actual defective capacitors
were found. After repairs were complete the inverter INV-1 was returned to
service.

Because of reliability concerns, all new capacitors for all inverters were
bench tested under working voltaga conditions to ident*fy any other potential
or actual failed capacitors, and none were identified.

V. Additional Information

Similar Events: None

Capacitor Information:

Manufacturer: MEPC0/CENTRALAB
Manufacturer ID: 3186GH772T200AMAS
Rating: 7700 uf -10+50%, 200 VDC, 250 VDC surge

Supplier: Solidstate Controls, Inc.

Ener&y Industry Identification System Codes:

Inverter: EF-INVT-S250
Capacitor: EF-CAP-X999
Emergency Onsite Power: EK '0G-F010
ESAS Cabinet: JE-XC-C560
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February 18, 1988
MP-11526

Re: 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv)

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

Reference: Facility Operating License No. DPR-65
Docket No. 50-336
Licensee Event Report 88-002-00

Centlemen:

This letter forwards the Licensee Event Report 88-002-00 required to be
submitted within thirty days pursuant to paragraph 50.73(a)(2)(iv), for
automatic actuation of an Engineered Safety Features system.

*!ery truly yours,

NORTHEAST STCLEAR ENERGY 40MPAhi

k a ct.-
Ste hen E. Scace

Station Superintenden:
Millstone Nuclear Power Station

SES/Rk1:cjh

Attachment: LER 88-002-00

cc: V. T. Russell, Region I
W. J. Raymond, Sanior Resident Inspector
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